Press Release

T-Systems and SNP resolve global partnership agreement
T-Systems will execute transformations of the SAP system landscapes of
large enterprises with SNP’s standard software SNP Transformation
global
partnership
agreement
signed
yesterday.
Backbone®
Heidelberg, September 21 - With signing a global partnership agreement, TSystems is now officially a SNP transformation partner and will offer customers SAP
transformations according to the Business Landscape Transformation® method. TSystems has certified a number of employees in early September for the use of the
world's first standard software for SAP transformations SNP Backbone
Transformation®. Initial project work is already planned for this year. "The pipeline is
filled very well. The topic of SAP transformations is becoming increasingly important
for companies", explained Dr. Uwe Heckert, vice president of Global Delivery Unit
SAP Systems Integration at T-Systems. "With SNP’s innovative technology and our
experience, we optimally meet the needs of the market."
The partnership agreement was signed yesterday in Heidelberg. "With T-Systems,
we found a highly qualified partner who can look back on a long and deep SAP
expertise”, said Andreas Schneider-Neureither, SNP’s CEO.
The SNP transformation partner T-Systems and SNP will now adopt a common
sales approach to sweep the SAP transformation market.

About SNP
SNP is a leading provider of software and software-related-services for transformations of
SAP systems required in the wake of mergers and acquisitions, splits, harmonizations, or
system upgrades. For these transformations of a company’s IT processes, SNP offers SNP
Transformation Backbone® (SNP T-Bone), the world’s first standardized software that automates and comprehensively supports transformations of SAP solutions. SNP also uses this
software for its unique consulting approach, Business Landscape Transformation®, which
supports companies to succesfully transform IT according to business changes.

In addition to its focus on transformation, SNP offers solutions for management of IT system
landscapes. With its consulting approach, Business Landscape Management, SNP supports
companies in optimizing the service and support processes of their SAP system landscapes.
SNP was founded in 1994 and currently employs approximately 165 employees at five locations in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. SNP serves international and national clients and
has the experience of more than 1,200 successfully completed projects. In fiscal year 2009,
SNP AG achieved a turnover of 20.2 million Euros. The company is listed on the General
Standard of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.
For more information please visit www.snp.de/en/.
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